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July was hot and humid for much of Alabama. In fact, most of the state experienced 1-3°F 
above the normal dewpoint temperature – the technical measurement that indicates the 
amount of water in the air. In other words, July was sweltering for most Alabamians.

However, unlike June which experienced well above average daily high temperatures, July 
was only 0.7°F above the long-term average of 91.1°F for average daily high temperatures 
statewide. Most of the July’s heat occurred at night thanks to the blanket of humid air which 
prevented the heat from escaping to space at night and so prevented the surface from 
cooling as much. This heat can be expressed in the form of average daily low temperatures 
which were 2.7°F above the long-term average of 68.8°F. This ranked as the 3rd warmest 
July on record for average night-time minimum temperatures in Alabama. 

The hottest single-day reading came in as a four-way tie between the Muscle Shoals Airport, 
the Vernon station, the Andalusia-Opp Airport, and the Gainesville 2 NE station – all with a 
temperature of 101°F. On the other hand, the coldest location in Alabama was once again a 
US-Forest station in DeSoto State Park at 61°F on the 15th.

Unlike June, July was slightly wetter than the long-term average of 5.44 inches of rainfall by 
0.49 inches statewide. However, similar to June, the rainfall was very sporadic in nature. 
The plot below, displayed as a percentage of normal precipitation in July, demonstrates the 
sporadic nature of summer rainfall very well. The wettest location of month was located at 
station in Fairhope, AL with an impressive total of 16.8 inches of rainfall. On the dry side of 
the spectrum, a station in Cullman recorded only 0.94 inches of rainfall giving this station the 
title of driest location of the month.

Some notable records this month:
• Huntsville record warmest July on record however see article:
o https://www.uah.edu/news/items/new-infrastructure-near-nws-station-likely-cause-of-
record-july-temperature-readings-uah-scientist-says
• Huntsville recorded 21 days at or above 95°F, 2nd most on record only behind July 
1930
• Huntsville’s summer total of days at or above 95°F will be reported in September for 
which preliminary data indicate 2022 did even not break into the top 20 of years past

As we enter August, the peak of the hurricane season is just around the corner (mid-August 
to late September). It is important to be prepared and to stay weather aware especially all 
coastal residents/businesses. More information on how to prepare here: https://www.ready.
gov/hurricanes 

Monthly summaries are provided by Drs. Rob Junod and John Christy.
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DROUGHT MONITOR LAWN AND GARDEN
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NEW ALABAMA CLIMATE RECORDS
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